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Amendment 38
Petitions

1 Amendment 38 proposes a change to the Colorado Constitution that:

2 � expands the ability of citizens to propose changes to state and local laws;

3 � modifies current procedures for proposing changes to laws;

4 � limits governing bodies' ability to change, enact, or repeal measures proposed
5 by citizens and decided by voters; and

6 � limits the number of measures governing bodies may exempt from voter
7 challenge.

8 Summary and Analysis

9 The Colorado Constitution currently provides two ways for citizens to propose
10 changes to state, city, or town laws.  In both processes, citizens collect a certain number
11 of signatures on a petition to place a law change on the ballot.  For one process, citizens
12 propose a change that becomes law if voters approve it.  For the second process, citizens
13 challenge a law approved by elected officials.  A challenged law takes effect only if voters
14 approve it.

15 Amendment 38 expands the ability of citizens to propose and challenge laws at all
16 levels of state and local government, including school districts, counties, special districts,
17 authorities, and other special purpose government entities.  Amendment 38 also changes
18 existing procedures for placing a measure on the ballot by petition and applies them to all
19 levels of government.  Amendment 38 does not affect measures that governing bodies refer
20 to voters.  Tables 1 through 3 summarize differences between current procedures and the
21 proposal.  While the tables reflect local procedures in state law, procedures may vary under
22 city or town charters or by local ordinance.

23 Table 1 — procedures related to ballot titles and petition signatures.  Before
24 proponents may begin collecting petition signatures, a ballot title for the measure must be
25 set.  A ballot title tells voters how the law will change if the measure passes.  It appears on
26 petition forms and on the ballot.  A certain number of signatures of registered Colorado
27 voters must be collected to place a measure on the ballot.  The signatures are counted and
28 verified, and any protests are resolved, before the measure appears on the ballot.
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1 Table 1.  Procedures Related to Ballot Titles and Petition Signatures

2 Issue
Current Process for State, City,

and Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for All

Governments

3 Is the length of a ballot title

4 limited? 

State - Must be brief;

Municipal - No limit

Yes, 75 words

5 How are ballot title disputes

6 resolved? 

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  

State – The title is reconsidered

by a three-member title board,

then appealed to the Supreme

Court.

Municipal – The process is

established at the local level and

disputes are appealed through the

courts.

The Supreme Court finally

decides all title disputes within 7

days of filing;  no other appeals

are allowed.

13 How many signatures are

14 required to place a measure

15 on the ballot?

16  

17  

18  

State – 5 percent of votes cast for

secretary of state in the last

general election, including

vacancy elections;

Municipal –  Between 5 and 15

percent of registered electors

Not more than 5 percent of votes

cast in the state or local

government for secretary of state

in the last full-term general

election for the office

19 How are petitions verified

20 to place a measure on the

21 ballot? 

22  

23  

24  

25  

26  

27  

28  

Signatures are counted and

verified against voter registration

files using random sampling or a

check of each signature to ensure

the signer is a registered voter.  A

duplicate or incomplete signature,

or the signature of an individual

who is not a registered voter, is

not counted.  Protests may be

filed.

Signatures are counted.  Protests

may be filed.  An individual

signature that is protested and

proven invalid by clear and

convincing evidence is not

counted.  Random sampling may

not be used to exclude signatures. 

Signatures cannot be disqualified

for technical defects or minor

variations or omissions. 

29 What are the deadlines for

30 protesting signatures? 

31  

32  

33  

34  

35  

36  

State – A protest must be filed

within 30 days after verification

of the petition signatures and

resolved within 30 days of

commencement of a hearing.

Municipal – A protest must be

filed within 40 days of petition

filing and resolved within 60 days

after the petition is filed.

A protest must be filed within 10

days of petition filing and

resolved within 10 days. 

37 How much time are

38 proponents allowed to

39 gather signatures to propose

40 laws?

Up to 6 months 12 months

41 What happens if proponents 

42 do not turn in signatures in

43 time for the upcoming

44 election?

The proposed measure is not

placed on the ballot and any

signatures collected are void.

All signatures collected within the

12-month period can be submitted

for the next November election.
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1 Table 2 — challenges to laws.  Voters may challenge a law passed by elected
2 officials unless the measure contains a "safety clause" stating that the law is necessary for
3 the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

4 Table 2.  Challenges to Laws

5 Issue
Current Process for State, City, and

Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for

All Governments

6 How are measures exempted

7 from voter challenge?

8  

9  

10  

11  

State – A majority of the legislature

passes a measure with a safety clause;

Municipal – Three-fourths of the

governing body passes a measure with

a description of the emergency

justifying the exception

Three-fourths of the

governing body passes a

measure with a description

of the emergency justifying

the exception

12 How many measures may

13 each governing body exempt

14 from voter challenge?

No limit 12 per year

15 If voters reject a measure,

16 may a governing body enact

17 a mostly similar measure in

18 the future?

Yes Only with voter approval

19 Table 3 — elections and voter information materials for measures placed on the
20 ballot by petition.  Specific voter information materials are required at the state and
21 municipal level.

22 Table 3.  Elections and Voter Information Materials for Measures Placed on the Ballot by Petition

23 Issue
Current Process for State, City,

and Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for All

Governments

24 What types of measures

25 may appear on the ballot

26 by petition at November

27 elections? 

28  

State – Any measure in even-

numbered years; only fiscal

measures that increase government

revenue in odd-numbered years;

Municipal – Varies

Measures by petition may only

appear on the ballot at a November

election, but they may appear at

any November election.

29 May voter-approved laws

30 proposed by petition be

31 changed by governing

32 bodies?

Yes Only with voter approval, unless

otherwise provided in the law
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1 What voter information

2 materials are required? 

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

State – An analysis, written by the

state legislature's nonpartisan staff

and reviewed by legislators, that

includes arguments for and against

each measure;  

Municipal – For fiscal measures

only, two summaries, of up to

500 words each, of comments

written by the proponents and

opponents 

Comments of up to 1,000 words

from proponents, and a summary

of comments from opponents

limited to the number of words

submitted by proponents

11 May government officials

12 and employees use

13 government resources to

14 discuss pending ballot

15 measures? 

16  

17  

As long as they are not advocating

for a particular measure,

government officials and

employees may respond to

questions from the public and

provide factual summaries,

including arguments for and

against a proposal.

Government officials and

employees may not use

government resources to discuss

any measure after petition forms

are ready for signatures; 

information required for court

cases, on election procedures, or

required by law is permitted.

18 Arguments For

19 1)  Amendment 38 makes local elected officials more responsive to constituents
20 by extending the petition process to all state and local governments.  It ensures that public
21 policy issues of concern to the voters will be addressed at the appropriate level of
22 government.  It encourages citizen reforms to improve government.  Laws proposed by
23 citizens are subject to months of public debate leading up to an election, encouraging voter
24 interest and participation.  Citizens will gain an expanded voice in government actions that
25 affect their lives, with a greater likelihood that officials will focus on their concerns.

26 2)  Amendment 38 streamlines petition procedures and creates a  uniform process.
27 All measures to propose or challenge a law by petition will be before voters at a November
28 election, which helps avoid special elections at the local level and may improve voter
29 turnout.  Additionally, the procedural changes make the petition process more workable
30 for proponents and more helpful to voters.  Specifically, Amendment 38 limits the length
31 of ballot titles.  It clarifies the requirements for petition signatures. It simplifies and
32 shortens time frames related to court challenges, so rulings are made before ballots must
33 be printed.  It requires that signatures on petition forms count unless protested by clear and
34 convincing evidence.  Additionally, proponents and opponents of a measure will assume
35 the primary role in providing the information that is distributed to voters for all issues
36 placed on the ballot by petition.

37 3)  Amendment 38 supports the existing constitutional right of the people to reject
38 new laws passed by elected officials in Colorado.  In the past ten years, roughly 76 percent
39 of enacted state laws could not be challenged by voters because they contained a safety
40 clause.  Amendment 38 limits the number of laws that may be exempted from possible
41 challenge, allowing voters to respond to and challenge most of the decisions of their
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1 elected officials.  Further, Amendment 38 requires governing bodies to respect the
2 decisions of voters on measures that get on the ballot through the petition process by
3 requiring a vote of the people before changing that voter-approved policy.

4 4)  Amendment 38 encourages changing statutory, not constitutional law.  Under
5 Amendment 38, state laws proposed by citizens and approved by voters will require voter
6 approval to be modified or repealed, unless the law itself allows legislative changes.
7 Amendment 38 also allows the legislature to reduce the number of signatures needed to
8 propose changes to state statute, further encouraging changes to statutes, rather than to the
9 constitution.

10 Arguments Against

11 1)  Amendment 38 weakens representative government.  Citizens elect
12 representatives to consider all points of view on issues, to make policy decisions, and to
13 change those decisions when necessary.  Under Amendment 38, more laws may be enacted
14 that have not received sufficient refinement and that cannot be changed without another
15 vote of the people.  Voters will ultimately be ill-served by expanded petition use that limits
16 the authority of their governing bodies.  Further, under Amendment 38, city and town
17 election laws and charter provisions that have been approved at the local level will be
18 voided through a statewide measure.

19 2)  The proposal invites abuse of the petition process by eliminating current
20 safeguards.  For example, limiting the ability of election officials to check petition
21 signatures and shortening the time for protesting signatures increases the likelihood that
22 invalid signatures will be counted.  Eliminating the state requirement that each petition
23 signature page include the ballot title could result in voters not knowing which petition
24 measure they are signing.  By easing current requirements, the citizen petition process
25 could become a powerful mechanism for placing numerous measures on the ballot.  A
26 sound petition process should include sufficient checks and balances to maintain public
27 trust.

28 3)  The proposal may result in voters having to decide an increasing number of
29 complex policy issues with less analysis than they have today.  An impartial analysis or
30 summary of a proposed measure is not permitted, and background information or
31 assistance currently provided by government officials and employees is restricted.
32 Important issues may be oversimplified by individuals with an interest in the success or
33 failure of a measure, with long-term implications overlooked.  Further, proponents will
34 determine how much information is provided on both sides of the issue because opponents'
35 comments are limited to the length of the comments submitted by proponents. 

36 4)  Amendment 38 limits governments' ability to respond to changing
37 circumstances, economic conditions, or emergencies.  Unless specifically provided in the
38 law, lawmakers cannot amend any law adopted by voters through the petition process, even
39 if an event occurs that requires a change.  For example, state lawmakers trying to respond
40 to an emergency situation might have to wait up to two years to ask the voters to change
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1 a law.  Further, under the new provisions for challenging laws, timetables for holding
2 elections at the local level can delay the implementation of laws and create a way for a
3 small group of citizens to stall the legislative process.

4 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

5 State spending and revenue.  Amendment 38 is expected to increase the number
6 of statewide ballot petitions by two in each even-numbered year and eight in each
7 odd-numbered year.  Currently, the state budgets for eight petitions in an even year and two
8 in an odd year.  Costs will increase due to a greater number of petitions, and because state
9 courts must review ballot disputes within newly established deadlines.  Costs will decrease

10 to approve each petition because signatures will only be counted and not verified.  Overall,
11 state spending will increase by $119,000 annually in even-numbered years and $269,000
12 in odd-numbered years.  Amendment 38 also imposes a $3,000 fine for certain offenses
13 related to government officials discussing pending ballot issues, which may increase fine
14 revenue to the state.  Total fine revenue has not been quantified.

15 Local government spending.  Local governments without a petition process will
16 be required to establish such a process, incurring administrative and computer
17 programming costs.  Local governments may experience an increase in the number of
18 petitions received.  Costs will depend upon the number of petitions filed. 
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Amendment 38
Petitions

1 Amendment 38 proposes a change to the Colorado Constitution that:

2 � expands the ability of citizens to propose changes to state and local
3 laws OUTLINES THE PROCESS FOR CITIZENS TO PETITION AND VOTE ON

4 PROPOSED CHANGES TO STATE AND LOCAL LAWS;

5 � modifies current procedures for proposing changes to laws;

6 � limits governing bodies' ability to change, enact, or repeal measures
7 proposed by citizens and decided by voters ENACT OR CHANGE

8 MEASURES THAT VOTERS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED BY PETITION; and

9 � limits the number of measures governing bodies may exempt from
10 voter challenge POSSIBLE VOTER CHALLENGE BY PETITION.

11 Summary and Analysis

12 The Colorado Constitution currently provides two ways for citizens to propose
13 changes to state, city, or town laws.  In both processes, citizens collect a certain number
14 of signatures on a petition to place a law change on the ballot.  For one process, citizens
15 propose a change that becomes law if voters approve it.  For the second process, citizens
16 challenge a law approved by elected officials.  A challenged law takes effect only if voters
17 approve it.

18 Amendment 38 expands the ability of citizens to propose and challenge laws at all
19 levels of state and local governmentS, including school districts, counties, special districts,
20 authorities, and other special purpose government entities.  Amendment 38 also changes
21 existing procedures for placing a measure on the ballot. by petition and applies them to all
22 levels of government.  Amendment 38 does not affect measures that governing bodies
23 CHOOSE TO refer to voters.  Tables 1 through 3 summarize differences between current
24 procedures and the proposal.  While the tables reflect SOME local procedures in state law,
25 procedures may vary under city or town charters or by local ordinance.

26 Table 1 — procedures related to ballot titles and petition signatures
27 REQUIREMENTS.  Before proponents may begin collecting petition signatures, a ballot title
28 for the measure must be set.  A ballot title tells voters how the law will change if the
29 measure passes.  It appears on petition forms and on the ballot.  A certain number of
30 signatures of registered Colorado voters must be collected to place a measure on the ballot.
31 The signatures are counted and verified, and any protests are resolved, before the measure
32 appears on the ballot.
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1 DELETE TABLE 1

2 • CURRENTLY THERE IS NO NUMERICAL LIMIT ON THE LENGTH OF BALLOT

3 TITLES.  AMENDMENT 38 WILL LIMIT THEM TO 75 WORDS.
4 • THE NUMBER OF REQUIRED STATE PETITION SIGNATURES IS BASICALLY

5 UNCHANGED; MUNICIPAL REQUIREMENTS NOW VARY, BUT WOULD

6 BECOME UNIFORM WITH THE STATE REQUIREMENT.
7 • SIGNATURES ARE NOW  REJECTED FOR VARIOUS  REASONS--ILLEGIBILITY,
8 NOT FOUND ON VOTER ROLLS, MISSING MIDDLE INITIALS OR  SURNAMES

9 (JR., III), MISSING HYPHENS OR APOSTROPHES, ABSENCE OF APARTMENT

10 NUMBER, COUNTY,  OR STREET DESIGNATION (ROAD, DRIVE, ETC.) , USE

11 OF POSTAL BOX ADDRESS, EXTRA STAPLE HOLES IN THE FORM,
12 INCOMPLETE MONTH/DAY/YEAR SIGNED,  DEFECTS IN AFFIDAVIT PAGE

13 (NOTARY STAMP, DATES, BLANK LINES, ETC.). AMENDMENT 38  ALLOWS

14 THE SAME VERIFICATION PROCESS, BUT SAYS THAT SIGNATURES WILL

15 NOT BE  REJECTED FOR "TECHNICAL DEFECTS, MINOR VARIATIONS, AND

16 MINOR OMISSIONS."

17 Table 2 — challenges to laws.  Voters may challenge a law passed by
18 elected officials unless the measure contains a "safety clause" stating that the law is
19 necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

20 DELETE TABLE 2

21 • THERE IS  CURRENTLY NO LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF LAWS THAT MAY

22 BE EXEMPTED FROM POSSIBLE CHALLENGE BY PETITION.
23 AMENDMENT 38 WOULD LIMIT EACH ELECTED GOVERNING BOARD

24 TO 12 EXCEPTIONS PER YEAR, EACH PASSED BY A 3/4THS VOTE.
25 MEASURES REJECTED BY VOTERS AFTER A PETITIONED CHALLENGE

26 COULD BE PASSED AGAIN ONLY WITH VOTER APPROVAL. 

27 Table 3 — elections and voter information materials for measures placed on
28 the ballot by petition.  Specific voter information materials are required at the state and
29 municipal level.
30 DELETE TABLE 3

31 • CURRENTLY, ONLY STATE FISCAL MEASURES TO INCREASE

32 GOVERNMENT MAY APPEAR ON STATE BALLOTS IN ODD-NUMBERED

33 YEARS.  AMENDMENT 38  WOULD ALLOW PETITIONS ON ANY SUBJECT AT

34 ANY NOVEMBER ELECTION ONLY.
35 • VOTER-APPROVED PETITIONS CAN NOW BE CHANGED BY ELECTED

36 OFFICIALS.  AMENDMENT 38 WOULD REQUIRE VOTER APPROVAL, UNLESS

37 THE  PETITIONS ALLOWS OTHERWISE, OR IS RULED ILLEGAL.
38 • CURRENTLY, STATE VOTES RECEIVE A BOOKLET LIKE THIS ONE, WRITTEN

39 BY LEGISLATIVE STAFF AND EDITED BY LEGISLATORS.  FOR FISCAL

40 MEASURES  ONLY, MUNICIPAL VOTERS RECEIVE TWO SUMMARIES, UP TO

41 500 WORDS EACH, OF COMMENTS WRITTEN BY PROPONENTS AND

42 OPPONENTS.  AMENDMENT 38 PROPOSES UP TO 1,000 WORDS FROM
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1 PROPONENTS AND OPPONENTS, PLUS THE TEXT, BALLOT TITLE, AND

2 OTHER ELECTION AND FISCAL INFORMATION. 
3 • CURRENTLY, GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES MAY MAIL AT

4 PUBLIC EXPENSE FACTUAL SUMMARIES PREPARED BY THE GOVERNMENT

5 ALONE, INCLUDING ARGUMENTS ON BOTH SIDES.  ELECTED OFFICIALS

6 MAY SPEND PUBLIC MONEY TO  PROMOTE THEIR OPINION OF A PETITION.
7 OFFICIALS MAY BROADCAST THEIR VIEWS  OF PETITIONS ON ONE-SIDED

8 MUNICIPAL CABLE CHANNELS AT PUBLIC  EXPENSE.  THEY MAY PERFORM

9 AND DISTRIBUTE RESEARCH, AND  OTHERWISE PROMOTE THEIR VIEWS,
10 AT PUBLIC EXPENSE. THEY MAY ALSO DELAY A VALID  PETITION SO THAT

11 THEY CAN USE UNLIMITED PUBLIC RESOURCES TO CAMPAIGN AGAINST IT

12 EXPLICITLY UNTIL THE LEGAL DEADLINE TO PUT IT ON THE BALLOT.
13 AMENDMENT 38  PROHIBITS USING PUBLIC RESOURCES TO DISCUSS ANY

14 PETITION AFTER BLANK  FORMS ARE DELIVERED FOR CIRCULATION.
15 INFORMATION REQUIRED BY LAW OR IN COURT CASES IS PERMITTED.   

16
17 Arguments For

18 1)  Amendment 38 makes local elected officials more responsive to constituents
19 by extending the petition process to all state and local governments.  It ensures that public
20 policy issues of concern to the voters will be addressed.  at the appropriate level of
21 government.  It encourages citizen reforms to improve government.  CITIZEN REFORMS

22 APPROVED BY VOTERS WILL MAKE GOVERNMENT WORK BETTER.  Laws proposed by citizens
23 are subject to months of public debate leading up to an election, encouraging voter interest
24 and participation.  Citizens will gain an expanded voice in government actions that affect
25 their lives, with a greater likelihood that officials will focus on their concerns.

26 2)  Amendment 38 streamlines petition procedures and creates a FAIR AND uniform
27 process.  All measures to propose or challenge a law by petition will be before voters at a
28 November election, which helps avoid special elections at the local level and may improve
29 voter turnout.  Additionally, the procedural changes make the petition process more
30 workable for proponents and more helpful to voters.  Specifically, Amendment 38 limits
31 the length of ballot titles.  It clarifies the requirements for petition signatures. It simplifies
32 and shortens time frames related to court challenges, so rulings are made before ballots
33 must be printed.  It requires DIRECTS that signatures on petition forms count unless
34 protested by clear and convincing evidence.  Additionally, proponents and opponents of
35 a measure will assume the primary SHARE EQUALLY A MAJOR role in providing the
36 information that is distributed to voters for all issues placed on the ballot by petition.

37 3)  Amendment 38 supports the existing constitutional right of the people to reject
38 new laws passed by elected officials in Colorado.  In the past ten  75 years, roughly 76
39 OVER 95 percent of enacted state laws LEGISLATIVE BILLS could not be challenged by voters
40 because they contained a safety clause  FALSE EMERGENCY DECLARATION.  Amendment 38
41 limits the number of laws that may be exempted from possible challenge BY SUCH

42 REFERENDUM PETITIONS, allowing voters to respond to and challenge most of the decisions
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1 of their elected officials.  Further, Amendment 38 requires governing bodies to respect the
2 decisions of voters on measures that get on the ballot through the petition process by
3 requiring a vote of the people before changing that voter-approved policy.  THROUGH SUCH

4 UNETHICAL ACTS, ELECTED OFFICIALS  HAVE ROUTINELY MISLED THE PUBLIC BY

5 OFFICIALLY DECLARING THAT NEARLY EVERY BILL, NO MATTER HOW TRIVIAL, WAS AN

6 "EMERGENCY," FOR  THE SOLE PURPOSE OF DEPRIVING CITIZENS OF  THEIR CONSTITUTIONAL

7 RIGHT TO PETITION AGAINST A BAD LAW.  THE TOTAL OF THESE FALSEHOODS IS ABOUT

8 40,000 OVER 75 YEARS.  AMENDMENT 38 WILL  HELP RESTORE PUBLIC FAITH IN THE

9 POLITICAL PROCESS BY EMPOWERING CITIZENS TO HOLD THEIR ELECTED  REPRESENTATIVES

10 ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS.

11 4)  Amendment 38 encourages changing statutory, not constitutional law.  Under
12 Amendment 38, state laws proposed by citizens and approved by voters will require voter
13 approval to be modified or repealed, unless the law itself allows legislative changes.
14 CITIZENS WILL NO LONGER NEED TO PLACE ORDINARY LAWS IN THE CONSTITUTION IN

15 ORDER TO PREVENT THEIR REPEAL BY A HOSTILE LEGISLATURE.  Amendment 38 also allows
16 the legislature to reduce the number of signatures needed to propose changes to state
17 statute LOWER SIGNATURES NEEDED FOR STATUTORY CHANGES, further encouraging
18 changes to statutes, rather than to the constitution.

19 Arguments Against

20 1)  Amendment 38 weakens representative government.  Citizens elect
21 representatives to consider all points of view on issues, to make policy decisions, and to
22 change those decisions when necessary.  Under Amendment 38, more laws may be enacted
23 that have not received sufficient refinement and that cannot be changed without another
24 vote of the people.  Voters will ultimately be ill-served by expanded petition use that limits
25 the authority of their governing bodies.  Further, under Amendment 38, city and town
26 election laws and charter provisions that have been approved at the local level will be
27 voided through a statewide measure.

28 2)  The proposal invites abuse of the petition process by eliminating current
29 safeguards.  For example, limiting the ability of election officials to check petition
30 signatures REDUCING TECHNICAL OBJECTIONS and shortening the time for protesting
31 signatures increases the likelihood POSSIBILITY that invalid signatures will MAY be counted.
32 Eliminating the state requirement that each petition signature page include the ballot title
33 could result in voters not knowing which petition measure they are signing.  By easing
34 current requirements, the citizen petition process could become a powerful mechanism for
35 placing numerous measures BE OVERSIMPLIFIED AND ALLOW MORE ISSUES on the ballot.
36 A sound petition process should include sufficient checks and balances to maintain public
37 trust. 

38 3)  The proposal may result in voters having to decide an increasing number of
39 complex policy issues with less analysis than they have today.  An impartial A
40 GOVERNMENT analysis or summary of a proposed measure is not permitted, and
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1 background information or assistance currently provided by government officials and
2 employees is restricted. Important issues may be oversimplified by individuals with an
3 interest in the success or failure of a measure, with long-term implications overlooked.
4 Further, proponents will determine how much information is provided on both sides of the
5 issue because opponents' comments are limited to the length of the comments submitted
6 by proponents. 

7 4)  Amendment 38 limits governments' ability to respond to changing
8 circumstances, economic conditions, or emergencies.  Unless specifically provided in the
9 law, lawmakers cannot amend any law adopted by voters through the petition process, even

10 if an event occurs that requires a change.  For example, state lawmakers trying to respond
11 to an emergency situation might have to wait up to two years to ask the voters to change
12 a law.  Further, under the new provisions for challenging laws, timetables for holding
13 elections at the local level can delay the implementation of laws UP TO 90 DAYS IF PETITION

14 SIGNATURES ARE NOT OBTAINED AND UNTIL NOVEMBER IF THEY ARE and create a way for
15 a small group of citizens to stall the legislative process.

16 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

17 State spending and revenue.  Amendment 38 is expected to  MAY increase the
18 number of statewide ballot petitions. by two in each even-numbered year and eight in each
19 odd-numbered year.  Currently, the state budgets for eight petitions in an even year and two
20 in an odd year.  Costs will increase due to a greater number of petitions, and because State
21 courts must review ballot disputes within newly established deadlines.  Costs will decrease
22 to approve each petition because signatures will only be counted and not verified.  Overall,
23 state spending will increase by $119,000 annually in even-numbered years and $269,000
24 in odd-numbered years. THE FISCAL IMPACT IS INDETERMINATE.  Amendment 38 also
25 imposes a $3,000 fine for certain offenses related to government officials discussing
26 MISUSING PUBLIC RESOURCES TO DISCUSS pending ballot issues, which may increase fine
27 revenue to the state AND REDUCE ILLEGAL SPENDING BY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.  Total
28 fine revenue has not been quantified.

29 Local government spending.  Local governments without a petition process will
30 be required to establish such a process, incurring administrative and computer
31 programming costs.  Local governments may experience SEE an increase in the number of
32 petitions received.  Costs will depend upon the number of petitions filed. 
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COMMENTS ON THIRD DRAFT--#38

Page/line

1/2 Outlines the process for citizens to petition and vote on proposed changes to state and local
laws.

1/4 Delete as redundant

1/5 ...to enact or change measures that voters previously decided by petition (a repeal is a
change--redundant)--and this applies only to alter previous petitions, not all referred
measures

1/7 ...from possible voter challenge by  petition

1/17 delete "levels of" as redundant; add an  "s" to "government"

1/19 end sentence with "ballot." Rest is  redundant to prior sentence.

1/20 Change "put on" to "choose to refer to."  Technically, local governments put petitions on the
ballot, as required by law.  

1/22 Insert "some" before "local procedures" to be  accurate

1/24 Insert "ballot" before "title." Delete  "petitions forms" which are of minor importance and not
covered  below.  End with "and  signature requirements"

1/25 Insert "ballot" before "title" to  match

2/1 Change Table 1 heading to  match above

NO OTHER ANALYSIS HAS 45 (!!!) BOXES OF COMPARISON.  MOST HAVE ZERO. THIS
IS A RIDICULOUS NUMBER DESIGNED TO MAKE A ONE-PAGE SIMPLIFICATION (OF
THE  CURRENT 49-PAGE STATE PETITION MANUAL) LOOK COMPLEX. MOST OF THESE
SHOULD GO.

2/3 Put quote marks around "brief" to  indicate that is the statutory wording (but not the reality)
 
2/5 Box 3--change "appeals" to  "disputes." The disputes have original jurisdiction in the

supreme  court.



 
2/16-22 DELETE. This duplicates  the next set of boxes. If you don't delete, you must add the

existing  presumption in Box 2, (see Article V, section 1 (6)) and note in Box 3, note
that it applies  ONLY if the petition is notarized or verified (which is also the
existing constitutional presumption). You also  misstate the law. There is a legal
presumption regarding a burden of proof and production of evidence, but we
obviously cannot compel the personal mental attitudes of any election officials.  You
would also have  to add to Box 3 "They may be challenged by government or by
private parties."  It's better to leave this  arcane legal rules of judicial interpretation
and protest procedure out of a Blue Book. Since the presumption is not new (only the
burden of proof is increased), that  is not a MAJOR feature.  If you insist on this
minutiae (below) in the Blue  Book, you will have to be accurate.

2/23-28 Box 1--change "not  counted" to "rejected." 
Box 2-- add "any defect in stamp, date, signatures, or other entries on the circulator
affidavit page; extra staple holes; incomplete month/day/year; absence of middle
initiat, surname (Jr., III, etc.);  absence of "street, road, drive, etc."; missing apartment
number; use of postal box address; alleged illegibility;  statutory requirement to list
county; no apostrophe or hyphen match between voter rolls and  name; and many
other technical defects. Entries on the voter rolls are alphabetized, and may be been
entered incorrectly, misspelled or  mispuncuated, and won't show up on an attempted
match.

2/29-35 DELETE  How many  people in the state have, or will ever, filed a petition protest?
The  filing deadline for that is NOT a MAJOR feature.

3/1-4 DELETE  This is not of interest to voters, only the few hundred people who collect
signatures for a living.  IF you insist on keeping this JUNK, change Box 2 to "30-180
days (varies)."  Current phrasing makes it sound as if every petition has up to six
months if it needs the  time.

3/5-8 DELETE  This is  of interest ONLY to petition agents who are scheduling their
petition  drives.

3/14 BOX 3   Insert  "elected" before "governing body" to match the text.

3/21 BOX 1   Same  insertion, same reason (accuracy)

3/27 Delete "measures placed on  the ballot by" as redundant. Pluralize "petition" at the
end. 

4/1      Same change, same  reason.
 
4/3-6     DELETE--of minor  interest. If you insist....
 



            BOX 2-- Subheading State --insert "state" before "fiscal" 
Subheading Municipal--Varies. (Some cities allow November elections without
topic restriction.)

            BOX  3-- Add "only" after "election."
 
4/7-10   DELETE--of minor interest.  If you insist...
 BOX 3 Add "or unless the law is itself ruled illegal."
 
4/11-18 BOX 2   Change  "reviewed" to "edited" since legislators can do more than read the

final  draft. Put a comma after "legislators."
Municipal--add that petition  proponents now write that argument  for their petition
(see TABOR (3)(b)(v).

 
BOX 3    Delete "of" before "up to" to match Box 2.  Insert  "equal" before
"summary" and end sentence with "opponents."  Add a new sentence (or put a
comma after "opponents,") "plus the text, ballot  title, and other election and fiscal
information."

 
 4/19-25 BOX 2    DELETE "respond to questions from the public and" The question is about

using  government resources.  Anyone may talk on his or her own time. After "may"
insert "mail at public  expenses "factual summaries" the government has written
without participation by both sides,  including..."  Elected officials may also spend
tax money to publicize their political opinion of a petition.  Government officials
may discuss it on one-sided government cable television   programs aired with public
funds, pefform and distribute research, and  otherwise promote their viewpoint. They
may  also delay a valid petition so that they can use unlimited public  resources to
campaign against it explicitly until  the legal deadline to put it on the ballot. 

 
BOX 3-- delete "procedural," which is misplaced and misleading.

 

ARGUMENTS

Proponents have 26 1/4 lines; opponents have 30 1/4  lines. They are getting  15% more space, even
though  proponents have the burden of proof with the public. That is  obviously UNFAIR. It is
another good reason to delete the  misleading clause about  a presumption at 5/33. Variances  should
be under 5%. You should delete four lines of their text. 
 
4/29 end with "addressed." Insert a new sentence,   "Citizen reforms approved by voters will make

government work  better."
 
4/32 Insert a comma after  "lives"
 
5/1 Add "fair and" before  "uniform"



5/4 End sentence with "signatures."  Begin next sentence "It simplifies..."

5/6 Change "guarantees" to "directs."   Compliance is not guaranteed. Change "are counted" to
"count" The issue  is not raw  numerical counting, but whether they are deemed a valid part
of the required  total.

 
5/7-8 Change "assume" tp "share equally"  "Assume" has two meanings--to take on, and to infer

Change "the  primary" to "a major." There is still the factual information required about
fiscal data, election info, text, and ballot title.  "Primary"  also means partisan nominating
election.  Insert "providing" before "the  information"

5/11-12 Change "five" to "75" and "over 60  percent" to "over 95 percen." and "enacted state
laws" to "legislative  bills." People need the full picture, not just the snapshot of
recent feeble efforts to kick the habit of lying to the public. 95% is based on  an
average of  550 BILLS per year. It was basically 100%  for 6 1/2 decades and 80%
in the past 10 years (Dennis Polhill has the  research.)  That averages out to 95%. If
you want to say  over 90%, that's OK. Whether the bill with the lie passed is not the
point. It  is routinely added.  A referendum petition can also be started against a bill
BEFORE it becomes a  law.

Change "safety clause" to "false emergency declaration." Remember, this is OUR
argument. We have a right to say it is false and not an emergency, without appearing
to be against public  safety.

 
5/14 After  "challenge" add "by such referendum petitions."  Delete whole next sentence  as

duplicating 6/18-19. Instead, insert someting more  germane to referendum petitions--
"Through such unethical acts, elected officials  have routinely misled the public by  officially
declaring that nearly every bill, no matter.how trivial, was an "emergency," for  the sole
purpose of depriving citizens of  their constitutional right to petition against a bad law. The
total of these falsehoods is about  40,000 over 75 years.  Amendment 38 will  help restore
public faith in the political process by empowering citizens to hold their elected
representatives accountable for their actions."

THIS INSERT WILL HELP BALANCE THE LENGTH OF THE TWO SIDES.
 
5/20 The whole argument is  unclear. Begin the line with "Citizens will no longer need to place

ordinary  laws in the constitution in order to prevent their  repeal by a hostile legislature."
Then "to lower signatures needed for statutory  changes, further..." will save some words as
an offset.

 
5/29-31 DELETE  Where is the proof that  "many" local petition provisions were approved

by voters? Where are the examples  of "voiding?"  You can't allow an argument
based on mere assertion. Weren't most local petition  laws imposed by the legislature
WITHOUT voter approval?



 
5/33 THIS MUST GO!!!!!!!!!!  As I warned, keeping this deceptive clause will lead to litigation.

The  presumption exists NOW in Article V, section 1 (6) that signatures "so verified shall
be prima facie evidence that the  signatures...." All #38 does is raise the burden of proof to
clear and  convincing before a constitutional right to petiton is disregarded. You can change
"presuming...valid" to "reducing technical objections,"  which is  text-based.

 
 5/34 change  "likelihood...will be counted" to "possibility...may be counted." 
 
5/36 DELETE. Saying  "circulators be residents of Colorado" is deceptive. #38 requires they be

"adults in Colorado" and the SIGNERS must be registered  electors. This is a candidate for
deletion in the interests of  equalization.  Nor is it explained how having the ballot title on
each  page, which  prevents volume savings in printing signature pages, affects the crediblity
of  the process. The whole sentence is a loser.

 
5/37-38 How does simplfiied requirements help special  interests, who have lawyers and

money to buy professional signature collectors?  It helps ordinary citizens and
grassroots groups, who don't. This is another example of  mere assertion, not based
on facts, logic, or law. It shoul go. At least,  the phrase "tool for special interests" is
not supported. Instead, make the common  argument that  the "process could be
oversimplified and allow more issues on the ballot."

 
6/2 Change "An  impartial" to "A government" How can you say the Ds and Rs on the lLeg

Council  are impartial, when they have spoken our for and against  #38? Furthermore, anyone
can perform any analysis desired, impartial or not,  WITH THEIR OWN MONEY--
newspapers, lawyers, etc.

 
6/12 Change "would" to  "may."  Local officials have elections outside November--special

districts  in May, cities in the spring. Delete everything between "wait" and "year." #38 does
not limit dates of ballot issue elections  that are not on petitions. 

 
6/15 After "of laws" add "up to  90 days if petition signatures are not obtained, and until

November if they are"  Delete "small." 110,000 state signatures is not a small group.
Thousands at the local level is not a small  group. The number of politicians who impose
laws IS SMALL. 

 
FISCAL IMPACT
 
6/18 "Amendment 38 may increase..."  Talk of anonymous "expectations" is irrelevant and

prejudicial.  Opponents  expect the sky will fall, but you can't  print that either.
 
6/19 Change "will" to "could."   There are MANY ways it reduces costs--see The Dirty Dozen at

www.PRA2006.com , point  11.
 



6/21-22 You CAN'T credibly arrive at a  precise dollar amount. I've been doing this for 18
years. The standard term is  that the impact is "indeterminate." There is no evidence
of your calculations. Have you included all the savings in  court cases, staff time, Leg
Council time, special sessions, etc.?  I bet you haven't. $119,000 is under 2 1/2 cents
per person; I don't think you  can slice your analysis that thin. Protect your credibility.
Remove the dollar amounts. There is no explanation of why one election cost is more
than double the other. You need to document that NOW, so I can tear it  apart and
humiliate you in public.

6/23 After "officials" insert "misusing public resources to  discuss"  BE ACCURATE.
 
6/24 After "state" add "and reduce illegal spending by  government officials."
 
6/26 DELETE "and computer programming." There is no evidence a  local government needs a

computer program to allow petitions.  At most they  would need a CD of state registered
voters, which the secretary of state can  reproduce for less than one dollar. 

 
6/27 Change "expect" to "see"  Who cares what they expect?  The issue is what happens.

Douglas Bruce
taxcutter@msn.com 
(719) 550-0010



Douglas Bruce" <taxcutter@msn.com>
8/17/2006 06:33 AM
To
"Kirk Mlinek" <kirk.mlinek@state.co.us>
cc
<taxcutter@email.msn.com>, <Dpolhill@aol.com>, "Douglas Campbell"
<pra.info@gmail.com>
Subject: Postscript to comments on third draft

Dear Kirk,

 I thought over the night about  the problem of the boxes. At SIX pages, the #38 analysis is
MUCH longer than any  other, and for a one-page text. That is disproportioate and unfair.

I think the process for  resolving title disputes is also of limited interest and should be deleted.
What counts is the impact on the citizens, not on a  few dozen people who file petitions. So I ask
for deletion of page 2, lines  5-9.

 (Also, please change  2/23-28 Boxes 2 and3 to replace "no counted" with "rejected" to conform
to  the proposed change in Box 1. )

One minimal way to simplify the explanation is to  have only one table, instead of three, labeled
Sample Proposed Changes in  Current Petition Law.

The better way is to use a less-intimidating  narrative form, and drop the boxes altogether. That is
more readable and takes  less space.Examples:

For the first three boxes on page 2

"Currently, there is no numerical limit on the  length of ballot titles. Amendment 38 will limit
them to 75 words.

Page 2, lines 10-15

The number of required state petition signatures is  basically unchanged; municipal requirements
now vary, but would become uniform  with the state requirement.. 

(Kirk, people don't CARE that secretary of state vacancy elections based ondeath in office  or
resignation would no longer alter the number. That is a rare occurrence which  does not affect



their lives. Even if you keep the boxes, boxes 2 and 3 should say  "5 percent of the vote for
secretary of state" and  "Municipal--varies.")

Page 2, lines 23-28 

Signatures are now rejected for various  reasons--illegibility, not found on voter rolls, missing
middle initials or  surnames (Jr., III), missing hypehns or apostrophes, absence of apartment 
number, county, or street designation (road, drive, etc.) , use of postal  box address, extra staple
holes in the form, incomplete month/day/year signed,  defects in affidavit page (notary stamp,
dates, blank lines, etc.). Amendment 38  allows the same verification process, but says that
signatures will not be  rejected for "technical defects, minor variations, and minor omissions."  

Page 3, lines 14-19, 20-22, AND 23-26 (NOTE THE  SPACE SAVINGS) Even if you keep other
boxes, these NINE (12 with the heading  boxes, plus the Table title) can go. 

After the explanation on 3/9-11, add "There is  currently no limit on the number of laws that may
be exempted from possible  challenge by petition. Amendment 38 would limit each elected
governing board to  12 exceptions per year, each passed by a 3/4ths vote. Measures rejected by 
voters after a petitioned challenge could be passed again only with  voter approval." 

Page 4, lines 3-6

Currently, only state fiscal measures to increase  government may appear on state ballots in odd-
numbered years. Amendment 38  would allow petitons on any subject at any November election
only.

(My comments earlier should be amended to add "to  increase government" in Box 2, since the
state has ruled tax cut measures, while  fiscal, are not allowed; only measures for which TABOR
REQUIRES voter  approval.)

Page 4, lines 7-10

Voter-approved petitions can now be changed by  elected officials. Amendment 38 would require
voter approval, unless the  petitions allows otherwise, or is ruled illegal.

Page 4, lines 11-18

Currently, state votes receive a booklet like this  one, written by legislative staff and edited by
legislaotrs. For fiscal measures  only, municipal voters receive two summaries, up
to 500 words each, of comments written by  proponents and opponents. Amendment 38 proposes



up to 1,000 words from  proponents and opponents, plus the text, ballot title, 
and other election and fiscal information.  

Page 4, lines 19-25

Currently, government officials and employees may  mail at publc expense factual summaries
prepared by the government alone,  including arguments on both sides. Elected officials may
spend public money to  promote their opinion of a petition. Officials may broadcast their views 
of petitions on one-sided municipal cable channels at public  expense.
They may perform and distribute research, and  otherwise promote their views, at public expense.
They may also delay a valid  petition so that they can use unlimited public resources to campaign
against it  explicitly until the legal deadline to put it on the ballot. Amendment 38  prohibits
using public rsources to discuss any petition after blank  forms
are delivered for  circulation.  Information required by law or in court cases is permitted.  

(Please add to my correction suggestions changing  Box 3 from "ready" to "distributed" to match
the text.)

Kirk, please use this non-box format. Yyou  will save at least one page, without sacrificing any
content. Your booklet  will also be more reader-friendly. Isn't that the goal?

Douglas Bruce
taxcutter@msn.com
(719) 550-0010
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Amendment 38
Petitions

1 Amendment 38 is an amendment to the Colorado Constitution that:

2 � expands the ability of citizens to propose changes to state and local
3 laws;

4 � modifies current procedures for proposing changes to laws;

5 � limits governing bodies' ability to change, enact, or repeal measures
6 that voters have previously decided; and

7 � limits the number of measures governing bodies may exempt from
8 voter challenge.

9 Summary and Analysis

10 The Colorado Constitution currently provides two ways for citizens to propose
11 changes to state, city, or town laws.  In both processes, citizens collect a certain number
12 of signatures on a petition to place a law change on the ballot.  For one process, citizens
13 propose a change that becomes law if voters approve it.  For the second process, citizens
14 challenge a law approved by elected officials.  A challenged law takes effect only if voters
15 approve it.

16 Amendment 38 expands the ability of citizens to propose and challenge laws at all
17 levels of state and local government, including school districts, counties, special districts,
18 authorities, and other special purpose government entities.  Amendment 38 also changes
19 existing procedures for placing a measure on the ballot and applies them to all levels of
20 government.  Amendment 38 does not affect measures that governing bodies put on the
21 ballot for voter approval.  Tables 1 through 3 summarize differences between current
22 procedures and the proposal.  While the tables reflect local procedures in state law,
23 procedures may vary under city or town charters or by local ordinance.

24 Table 1 — procedures related to title, petition forms, and signatures.  Before
25 proponents may begin collecting petition signatures, a title for the measure must be set.
26 A ballot title tells voters how the law will change if the measure passes.  It appears on
27 petition forms and on the ballot.  A certain number of signatures of registered Colorado
28 voters must be collected to place a measure on the ballot.  The signatures are counted and
29 verified, and any protests are resolved, before the measure appears on the ballot.
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1 Table 1.  Procedures Related to Title, Petition Forms, and Signatures

2 Issue
Current Process for State, City,

and Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for All

Governments

3 Is the length of a ballot title

4 limited? 

State - Must be brief

Municipal - No limit

Yes, 75 words

5 How are ballot title disputes

6 resolved? 

7  

8  

9      

State – The title is reconsidered

by a three-member title board,

then appealed to the Supreme

Court.

Municipal – The process is

established at the local level and

disputes are appealed through the

courts.

The Supreme Court finally

decides all title disputes within 7

days of filing; no other appeals are

allowed.

10 How many signatures are

11 required to place a measure

12 on the ballot?

13  

14  

15  

State – 5 percent of votes cast for

secretary of state in the last

general election, including

vacancy elections;

Municipal –  Between 5 and 15

percent of registered electors

Not more than 5 percent of votes

cast in the district for secretary of

state in the last full-term general

election for the office

16 How are signatures

17 checked?

18  

19  

20  

21  

22  

Signatures are counted and

verified against voter registration

files to ensure the signer is a

registered voter.

Signatures are counted.  They are

presumed to be valid by state and

local election officials. 

23 Under what circumstances

24 is a signature not counted?

25  

26  

27  

28  

A duplicate or incomplete

signature, or the signature of an

individual who is not a registered

voter is not counted.

An individual signature that is

protested and proven invalid is not

counted.  Signatures cannot be

disqualified for technical defects

or minor variations or omissions. 

29 When can a protest of

30 signatures be filed?

31  

32  

33  

34  

35  

State – A protest must be filed

within 30 days after the secretary

of state verifies the petition

signatures.

Municipal – A protest must be

filed within 40 days of petition

filing.

A protest must be filed within 10

days of petition filing. 



Table 1.  Procedures Related to Title, Petition Forms, and Signatures (Cont.)

Issue
Current Process for State, City,

and Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for All

Governments

– 3 –

1 How much time are

2 proponents allowed to

3 gather signatures to propose

4 laws?

Up to 6 months 12 months

5 What happens if proponents 

6 do not turn in signatures in

7 time for the upcoming

8 election?

The proposed measure is not

placed on the ballot and any

signatures collected are void.

All signatures collected within the

12-month period can be submitted

for the next November election.

9 Table 2 — challenges to laws.  Voters may challenge a law passed by elected
10 officials unless the measure contains a "safety clause" stating that it is necessary for the
11 immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

12 Table 2.  Challenges to Laws

13 Issue
Current Process for State, City, and

Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for

All Governments

14 How are measures exempted

15 from voter challenge?

16  

17  

18  

19  

State – A majority of the legislature

passes a measure with a safety clause

Municipal – Three-fourths of the

governing body passes a measure with

a description of the emergency

justifying the exception

Three-fourths of the

governing body passes a

measure with a description

of the emergency justifying

the exception

20 How many measures may

21 each governing body exempt

22 from voter challenge?

No limit 12 per year

23 If voters reject a measure,

24 may a governing body enact

25 a mostly similar measure in

26 the future?

Yes Only with voter approval

27 Table 3 — elections and voter information materials for measures placed on the
28 ballot by petition.  Specific voter information materials are required at the state and
29 municipal level.
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1 Table 3.  Elections and Voter Information Materials for Measures Placed on the Ballot by Petition

2 Issue
Current Process for State, City,

and Town Governments

Amendment 38 Process for All

Governments

3 What types of measures

4 may appear on the ballot

5 by petition in November

6 elections?

Any measure in even-numbered

years; only fiscal measures in

odd-numbered years

Any measure at any November

election

7 May voter-approved laws

8 proposed by petition be

9 changed by governing

10 bodies?

Yes Only with voter approval, unless

otherwise provided in the law

11 What voter information

12 materials are required? 

13  

14  

15  

16  

17  

18  

State – An analysis written by the

General Assembly's nonpartisan

staff and reviewed by legislators

that includes arguments for and

against each measure;  

Municipal – For fiscal measures

only, two summaries, up to

500 words each, of comments

written by the proponents and

opponents 

Comments of up to 1,000 words

from proponents, and a summary

of comments from opponents,

limited to the number of words

submitted by proponents

19 May government officials

20 and employees use

21 government resources to

22 discuss pending ballot

23 measures? 

24  
25  

As long as they are not advocating

for a particular measure,

government officials and

employees may respond to

questions from the public and

provide factual summaries,

including arguments for and

against a proposal.

Government officials and

employees may not use

government resources to discuss

any measure after petition forms

are ready for signatures;

procedural information required by

law or court cases is permitted.

26 Arguments For

27 1)  Amendment 38 makes local elected officials more responsive to constituents
28 by extending the petition process to all state and local governments.  It ensures that public
29 policy issues of concern to the voters will be addressed at the appropriate level of
30 government.  Proposals to change laws by petition are subject to months of public debate
31 leading up to an election, encouraging voter interest and participation.  Citizens will gain
32 an expanded voice in government actions that affect their lives with a greater likelihood
33 that officials will focus on their concerns.
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1 2)  Amendment 38 streamlines petition procedures and creates a uniform process.
2 The procedural changes make the petition process more workable for proponents and more
3 helpful to voters.  Specifically, the proposal limits the length of ballot titles.  It clarifies the
4 requirements for petition signatures, and simplifies and shortens time frames related to
5 court challenges, so rulings are made before ballots must be printed.  Amendment 38
6 guarantees that signatures on petition forms are counted unless protested by clear and
7 convincing evidence.  Additionally, proponents and opponents of a measure will assume
8 the primary role in the information that is distributed to voters for all issues placed on the
9 ballot by petition.

10 3)  Amendment 38 supports the existing constitutional right of the people to reject
11 new laws passed by elected officials in Colorado.  In the past five years, over 60 percent
12 of enacted state laws could not be challenged by voters because they contained a safety
13 clause.  Amendment 38 limits the number of laws that may be exempted from possible
14 challenge.  Further, Amendment 38 requires governing bodies to respect the decisions of
15 voters on measures that get on the ballot through the petition process by requiring a vote
16 of the people before changing that voter-approved policy.

17 4)  Amendment 38 encourages changing statutory, not constitutional law.  Under
18 Amendment 38, state laws proposed by citizens and approved by voters will require voter
19 approval to be modified or repealed, unless the law itself allows legislative changes.
20 Amendment 38 also allows the legislature to reduce the number of signatures needed to
21 propose changes to state statute, further encouraging changes to statutes, rather than to the
22 constitution.

23 Arguments Against

24 1)  Amendment 38 weakens representative government.  Citizens elect
25 representatives to consider all points of view on issues, to make policy decisions, and to
26 change those decisions when necessary.  Under Amendment 38, more laws may be enacted
27 that have not received sufficient legislative  refinement and that cannot be changed without
28 another vote of the people.  Voters will ultimately be ill-served by expanded petition use
29 that limits the authority of their governing bodies.  Further, under Amendment 38 many
30 city and town election laws and charter provisions that have been approved by voters at the
31 local level will be voided through a statewide measure.

32 2)  The proposal invites abuse of the petition process by eliminating current
33 safeguards.  For example, presuming signatures to be valid and shortening the time for
34 protesting signatures increases the likelihood that invalid signatures will be counted.
35 Eliminating the state requirements that each petition signature page include the ballot title
36 and that petition circulators be residents of Colorado also lessens the credibility of the
37 process.  By easing current requirements, the citizen petition process could become a tool
38 for special interests to place numerous measures on the ballot.  A sound petition process
39 should include sufficient checks and balances to maintain public trust. 
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1 3)  The proposal may result in voters having to decide an increasing number of
2 complex policy issues with less analysis than they have today.  An impartial analysis or
3 summary of a proposed measure is not permitted, and background information or
4 assistance currently provided by government officials and employees is restricted.
5 Important issues may be oversimplified by individuals with an interest in the success or
6 failure of a measure, with long-term implications overlooked.  Further, proponents will
7 determine how much information is provided on both sides of the issue because opponents'
8 comments are limited to the length of the comments submitted by proponents. 

9 4)  Amendment 38 limits governments' ability to respond to changing
10 circumstances, economic conditions, or emergencies.  Unless specifically provided in the
11 law, lawmakers cannot amend any law adopted by voters through the petition process, even
12 if an event occurs that requires a change.  Rather, lawmakers would have to wait until the
13 next November election in an even-numbered year to submit the issue to the voters again.
14 Further, under the provisions for challenging laws, timetables for holding elections can
15 delay the implementation of laws and create a way for a small group of citizens to stall the
16 legislative process.

17 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

18 Amendment 38 is expected to increase the number of statewide ballot issues
19 proposed, which will increase state expenditures for state courts to review disputes over
20 ballot titles and for the Secretary of State to review and approve petitions.  In total, state
21 expenditures are expected to increase by $119,000 in even-numbered years (for general
22 election years) and by $269,000 in other years.  The proposal also imposes a $3,000 fine
23 for certain offenses related to government officials discussing pending ballot issues, which
24 may increase fine revenue to the state.

25 Local governments that do not currently have a petition process in place will be
26 required to establish such a process, incurring administrative and computer programming
27 costs.  Those governments with a process in place may expect an increase in the number
28 of petitions received.  Costs depend upon the number of petitions filed.



AMENDMENT 38
PETITIONS 

CONTACT LIST

Alicia  Mullenbach
Univision Colorado
303-318-6220
bizdev@entravision.com

April  Washington
washingtonam@rockymountainnews.com

Beth  Dickhaus
Hall and Evans
1125 17th Street, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80202 
dickhausb@hallevans.com

Bill  Hobbs
SOS
1700 Broadway, Suite 270
Denver, CO 80290 
bill.hobbs@sos.state.co.us

Chip (John)  Taylor
Colorado Counties Inc.
1700 Broadway Suite 1510
Denver, CO 80290 
303-861-4076 x237
jtaylor@ccionline.org

Chuck  Berry
Colorado Association of Commerce &
Industry
1600 Broadway, Suite 1000
Denver, CO 80202-4935 
303-831-7411
cberry@COchamber.com

Cindy  Sovine
Cindy@fsfconsulting.com

Coleen   Slevin
cslevin@ap.org

Dennis  Polhill
49 S. Lookout Mtn. Road
Golden, CO 80401 
Dpolhill@aol.com

Douglas  Bruce
Colorado Taxpayers
P.O. Box 26018
Colorado Springs, CO 80936 
719-550-0010
taxcutter@msn.com

Douglas  Campbell
7124 Eldridge Court
Arvada, CO  
303 420-6498
pra.info@gmail.com

Evan  Goulding
Special District Association
225 E. Sixteenth Avenue
Denver, CO 80203 
evan.goulding@sdaco.org

Geoff  Wilson
Colorado Municipal League
1144 Sherman 
Denver, CO 80203 
303-831-6411
gwilson@cml.org

Holly  Lowder
SOS
1700 Broadway, Suite 270
Denver, CO 80290 
holly.lowder@sos.state.co.us
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CONTACT LIST

H. Lawrence Hoyt
P.O. Box 471
Boulder, CO 80306 
303-441-3190
lhoyt@co.boulder.co.us

Jane  Urschel
Colorado Association of School Boards
1200 Grant Street
Denver, CO 80203-2306 
303-832-1000
jurschel@casb.org

John   Fryar
jfryar@times-call.com

Julie  George
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Amendment 38
Petitions

1 Ballot Title:  An amendment to the Colorado constitution concerning initiative and
2 referendum petitions, and, in connection therewith, changing petition rights and
3 procedures; allowing petitions to be submitted at all levels of Colorado government;
4 limiting initiative ballot titles to 75 words; changing single subject requirements and
5 procedures; limiting the annual number of new laws that governments may exclude
6 from possible referendum petitions; establishing standards for review of filed petitions;
7 specifying that petitions may be voted on at any November election; limiting the use of
8 government resources to discuss a petition; requiring voter approval for future petition
9 laws and rules and for changes to certain voter approved petitions; and authorizing

10 measures to enforce the amendment.

11 Text of Proposal:

12 Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:

13 Article VII, section 2

14 Petitions.

15 (1) Enforcement. This section shall create fundamental rights to strengthen citizen
16 control of government. It shall be self-executing and severable. It shall supersede
17 conflicting constitutional, charter, and other state and local laws. Time limits shall
18 extend only to expire on district workdays. The state shall enforce strictest compliance
19 with this section by all districts. Individual and class action suits shall be filed within
20 one year of violations. Only plaintiffs may demand jury trial verdicts on all matters of
21 law, fact, and damages. District violations shall not void petitions, nor be balanced or
22 harmonized, nor excused by substantial compliance, good faith, ignorance, or
23 emergencies, but shall require strictest scrutiny and full enforcement. Successful
24 plaintiffs shall recover from defendants who are not petition agents all costs and
25 attorney fees, contingent or not. Defendants who are not petition agents may recover
26 only if a jury unanimously finds a suit frivolous.

27 (2) Definitions.  Within this section:  (a) "Ballot titles" means all language on ballots
28 describing specific petitions.

29 (b)"Districts" means the state and all local governments, and includes all enterprises,
30 authorities, and other governmental entities.
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1 (c) "Petitions" means citizen-sponsored initiatives and referenda on legislative policy,
2 not on specific uses of administrative procedure.

3 (d) "Shall" means mandatory.

4 (3) Petition rights. (a) Petition rights shall exist in all districts. Required district
5 registered elector petition entries shall not exceed 5% of all district votes for secretary
6 of state candidates in the last full-term general election for that office. The general
7 assembly may reduce that number for proposed statutes. Any review and comment
8 hearing shall be held within 7 days of filing initiative drafts. Initiative ballot titles shall
9 not exceed 75 words, shall be set within 7 days of requests made at any time, and may

10 also be set by any state district court. Ballot title setters shall be disqualified for bias or
11 other good cause. No summary or fiscal note shall be made at ballot title settings. Local
12 single-subject requirements for petitions shall exist by voter-approved petitions only.
13 All ballot title disputes and all single-subject challenges shall be filed with the supreme
14 court within 5 days of such settings, finally decided within 7 days of filing, and very
15 broadly construed to aid initiatives. Unless otherwise decided within 7 days of filing,
16 initiatives shall conclusively be properly-titled single subjects. Decisions that initiatives
17 contain multiple subjects shall list in writing all words not part of single subjects.
18 Revisions that delete those words, and add no others, shall conclusively be single
19 subjects. Decisions shall also provide ballot titles for initiatives and revisions. No other
20 ballot title or single-subject rehearing, appeal, challenge, or decision shall be made.
21 Within 7 days of requests for petition forms, districts shall print and deliver them and
22 may charge actual costs up to one dollar per 100-entry form. All districts shall use the
23 1988 state petition forms, modified to comply with all final federal court rulings, but
24 without summaries or county entry spaces. Errors in petition forms or ballot titles shall
25 not affect petitions. Peaceful petitioning at exits of all buildings owned or leased by any
26 district and then open to the public shall be protected. Except for petition form charges,
27 no petition process permit, badge, bond, licensing, training, or fee for petition agents or
28 circulators shall be required. Any adult in Colorado may circulate any petition. Using
29 paid circulators shall create no extra legal duty.

30 (b) In each district, no more than 12 legislative measures passed each year shall be
31 excepted from possible referendum petitions. Excepted measures, with detailed
32 descriptions of emergencies justifying the exceptions, shall be passed by 3/4ths or more
33 of all members of the elected local board or of each house of the general assembly. State
34 measures not excepted shall take effect 91 days or more after the general assembly
35 session passing them finally adjourns, and such local measures 91 days or more after
36 post-passage publication. Initial filing of referendum petitions with sufficient gross
37 entries before that 91st day shall delay the effective date until the election or final
38 petition invalidation. Measures rejected by voters shall then be void, and measures
39 wholly or mostly similar shall then be passed again with voter approval only.
40 Referendum petition ballot titles shall read, "SHALL (DISPUTED SECTIONS OF)
41 (types of measures and numbers only) BE APPROVED?" Referendum petitions may
42 begin at any time. They shall have no ballot title setting, appeal, or single-subject
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1 challenge, nor print texts of measures on petition forms. Only appropriations for district
2 support are exempt from referendum petitions. This section shall not apply to
3 referendum petitions to reduce private property rights, such as zoning challenges, which
4 petitions may still lawfully exist.

5 (c) Within 12 months of petition form delivery, petitions shall be initially filed with
6 sufficient gross entries. Such petitions shall receive ballot numbers and ballot
7 placement, which remain until all protests and appeals end. Petitions not initially filed
8 3 months or more before elections may be filed for the next election. Signers of
9 petitions later notarized or verified shall be presumed district registered electors making

10 valid entries until disproved in protests by clear and convincing evidence. Technical
11 defects, minor variations, and minor omissions shall be very broadly construed to aid
12 petitions. Listing mailing addresses shown on registration records shall be valid.
13 Protests shall be filed in state district court within 10 days of petition filing, and not
14 amended. Hearings shall be public, limited to itemized entries, and decided within 10
15 days of protest filing, using judicial rules of evidence and procedure. Results of random
16 sampling or machine reading of entries shall be excluded. Each itemized entry shall be
17 examined separately at the hearing. If a district does not protest equally all petitions
18 filed for its election, no district protest or research shall help to invalidate any petition
19 in that election. Only petition agents defeating the protest shall be deemed successful
20 plaintiffs under (1). Petition agents shall have 10 days after protest hearings and appeals
21 to refile with corrections and added petition entries made at any time. All protests and
22 appeals shall apply to those corrections and added entries. Third filings are barred.

23 (d) All state and local petitions on any subject shall be Article X, section 20 (3) ballot
24 issues at any November election. Petition agents may file up to 1,000 words for ballot
25 information booklets and election notices sent to all active registered elector addresses.
26 The length of  actual filings shall be the maximum for summaries of comments filed by
27 opponents. For petitions, those booklets and notices shall be limited to such written
28 comments filed by 45 days before elections and other information required by Article
29 X, section 20 (3)(b). Article V, section 1 (7.5)(a)(II) and the last sentence of Article X,
30 section 20 (3)(b)(v) shall not apply to petitions. Except for court cases, or petition or
31 election procedures and materials required by statute, no district or district staff shall
32 aid spending district resources, or using any district procedure, equipment, or staff time,
33 to discuss pending petitions after petition forms are delivered. No district resources or
34 staff time shall aid accused violators or repay expenses. Each district and other violator
35 shall separately pay the state general fund at once, per event and without offset, the
36 greater of $3,000 or 3 times the value of such spending, use, aid, and/or repayment.
37 Unless stated in the texts or unless the texts be unlawful, future voter-approved
38 initiatives shall be in effect until changed by voters. This section may be amended,
39 superseded, or repealed by voter-approved petitions only. Except for state statutes
40 subject to possible referendum petitions and enacted by March 1, 2007, all future state
41 and local petition laws, rules, and regulations shall be Article X, section 20 (3) ballot
42 issues at any November election.
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